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Abstract 

Transient beam excitation analysis for resonant accel
erator allows to determine the control signal for mini
mization of required RF source power with simplifica
tion of the signal implementation and with RF system 
bandwidth minimization at prescribed errors in the field 
magnitude. Initial results on the accelerating channel 
optimization are obtained also. 

1 Introduction 

Effective RF control [1) in the intense beam resonant 
accelerator for single mode operation is realized at di
rectional selective coupling, therewith RF source sig
nal S,(t) = S_(t)+S(t), where S_(t) sets up there
quired single harmonic Acos(w0t + 'P) field and S(t) 
compensates the beam excitation from t = 0 instant in 
w E [wo- Yo, wo +Yo] frequency band, [2). RF system 
tuning characteristics and S signal are defined by the 
particlestotal energy derivative F(t) (Eq.(6) in [2]). 

Assuming the required signal Ss(t) is synthesized 
and the control system operates ideal, the particles en
ergy variation will be T = 27r fwo periodic, I: Ea(t) = 

a 
N 
I: £0 (t- (n- l)T), where NT is the beam duration 

n=1 

(N ~ 1), £0 (t) is the summary energy variation of the 
particles that enter the resonator at t E [0, T], the last 
particle from these leaves the resonator at t = KT + ( 
(K ~ N, 0 :::; ( < T), and £o(t)!t~KT+( = const(t) = 
Eout. Thus, 

_ -wrD(w). sin(:~ N) -i:~ (N -1) 
F(w)- W . ("w) e , (1) 

1 Sln Wo 

where D(t) = d£a?) and also D(t)!t~t(O,KT+O = 0, 
Wr, W1 - resonant frequency and norm, and A = 

Yo 
J !F(w)l2dw/A2 value, preassigned at S energy Eo min

-Yo 
imization in [2), with any finite precision for y0 < wo/2 
is A= s;utNwow;A- 2W1- 2 . Basic specifications of the 
accelerated beam for prescribed resonator are included 
indeed, but [2) optimization is restricted by the phase B 
fixation of the signal carrier ex cos(w0t + B) from the 
Eo minimum minimorum estimation. Complete solu
tion is obtained at S = (Coe(w) + Co 0 (w))exp(i(B + 
6( w) + e( w)) consideration in the general form of the 
even Coe(w),e(w) and the odd Coo(w),o(w) parts (for 
definiteness e(O) = 0), Eq.(ll) in [2) takes the form 

Yo 
fx·(t + xcos(2'P-2B -2e(w)))dw = 2A, where x = 

-yo 

Coe(w) + iCo0 (w), (*)-complex conjugate, and by ap
plying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality the amplitude mod
ulated signal optimum is proved for any B with global 
minimum of required energy 

(2) 

Since the second factor in (1) is w0 periodic, the form 

D= M(t) cos(wot+'P) cos(wot+B)+L(t) cos(wot+'P), (3) 

where M(w) is not wider than wE(-w0 ,+w0 ), L(w) is 
not wider than (Yo- w0 , w0 - y0 ) and also M(t) = L(t) = 
0 at t rf:. (0, KT + (), presents all possible solutions of 
the optimization conditions (14) in [2). Thus, the beam 
excitation signal in the optimized accelerator is 

N-1 N-1 

cos(w0t+B) I: M(t-kT)+ I: L(t-kT) 
V(t)= k=O 1 k=O (4) 

-AW1wr 

the output energy is defined by M ( w) function only, 
since F {L(t) cos(w0t+'P)} does not contain a constant 
component: 

Eout = D(O) = M(O) cos('P- B)/2. (5) 

2 RF signal determination 

The first term in exp.(4) presents the (w 0 ) band exci
tation that must be compensated by S signal. As far as 

N-1 

M(t)!til(O,KT+() = 0, the envelope Mr,(t) =I: M(t-kT) 
k=O 

is periodic: Mr,(t) = Mr,(t+T) for t E [rv, (N -l)T], 
Tv = ( K -1 )T +(. For sufficiently large t this term time
dependence could be obtained from the infinite periodic 
excitation in (w 0 ) band, that leaves behind a single har
monic from the line spectrum and the envelope is con
stant; without loss of generality the form 

M(t) = f(t)- f(t- T), (6) 

f(t)!t~O = 0, f(t)!t~r. = const = /., J'(rv) = 0, (7) 

satisfies this condition, 

Mr,(t) = f(t)- f(t- NT), (8) 

exp.(6) integration for Eq.(5) yields the stationary level 

fs = 2£outf(Tcos('P- B)). (9) 
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Since the envelope energy in [-yo, +Yo] band is deter
mined for any M~(t) by Eq.(2), 

Yo 2 

! J IF {f(t) _:_ f(t- NT)}I 2 dw = &outNwo , (10) 
4 cos2(~- B) 

-yo 

the most complete compensation is obtained for envelope 
with the minimal spectrum width\ the closely approxi
mating acceptable form2 is 

[ 

-~ _u2 
e a 2 - e a 2 

f(t) = fs · _!L 
1- e a 2 

1' 

t E [O,rv] 

t E [rv, oo); 

(11) 

where x = tjT, u = rv/T; parameter a remains free, 
because the low-frequency filtering in Eq.(10) at N'5PK 
eliminates a dependence on a, so that the equation yields 
only N '5P 2K +w0 j(21ry0 ) additional estimation for N 
lower bound. 

To minimize the required bandwidth y0 consider the 
errors of RF control system. The beam excitation spec
trum is infinite in the any case (the finite time duration 
signal), and uncompensated outside of the 2y0 bai1d sig
nal (4) excites elun(t) field (Eq.(3) in[2]), which maximal 
normalized amplitude estimation is 

w2 -w2 
where ~L(w) = WWr r QL, QL - loaded quality fac-
tor; the integrand function resonance filtration allows 
to bound the upper limit gr and to neglect the L func
tions sum contribution from exp.( 4); b is the beam power 
to the cavity power losses ratio. Here IMm(w)l = 

1 The width can be defined by 0 2 = J:'oo IME(w)l1w2 dw 
value similarly to moment method (3,4] as far as the sharply de
fined ME(O) component is prescribed; and the function G(w) = 
F{[l(t+Tv)-l(t-Tv)](i(Tv -t)+ j(Tv +t))- fs }, which time 
duration is evaluated by the accelerating periods number, gives the 
same value as ME(w) for any f(t) that satisfies Eq.(7,8). Cauchy-

Schwarz inequality consideration for J J:'oo t2 G( t)2 dt · jfii with 

1 

additional condition f'(O) = 0 yields 0?: (1r forv f(t) 2 dt) 2 /Ta, 
where Ta -equivalent duration of G(t). The last integral is lim
ited (to be more precise, this energy in [-yo,+Yo] band is pre
scribed, but it can not be determined under N :> K condition), 
Ta ::; Tv ' and 0 minimum is achieved in the equality case, i.e., 

at d~~t) ex tG(t) that is satisfied at Tv -+ oo for Gauss time

dependence G 00 ( t). 
2 Real f(t) can not present G 00 (t) exactly, but under the use of 

this form the loss 

0/0min = u. 1 u 2('" >2 I ( ('" >2) erf(h-)----e- a 1-e-a: ' 
a ,;'2; a 

erf- error function, is not very substantial for uja > 2. 

IF {f(t)}l is used instead of the general IM~(w)l, be
cause the constant component is excluded and the max
imal elun(t) value is attained at the commensurable with 
KT instant. This type error dependence is presented on 
Fig. 1 at concrete parameters (Qr - selfquality factor, 
the frequency deviation with the loaded quality factor 
are determined by Eq.(8,9) in [2] for RF matching real
ization), but the similar dependence takes place in the 
general case also. 

a 140 0.006 

Fig. 1 Reciprocal off-band overshoot (normalized); b = 
1.1/1.68, u=367,Qr=104 values are taken from 
[5,6], cos(~-0)=0.5. 

The second type error is caused by not ideal com
pensation inside 2y0 band. For normal error differ
ence between V and S, which power density spec
trum is w(w ), the mean square field error is e1a = 

1 wo+Yo I QL 12 . . . 
1fw}yo w(w) w;( 1 +i~L(w)) dw.Smcethlserrorm-

creases with the band extension while (12) error de
creases, the optimal Yom value in the meaning of the 
minimal total error can be presupposed, however, the 
normalized e1a value 

A 
A 

1 

A 
(13) 

must be prescribed as far as this error exists during all 
the accelerating time interval; therewith the autocontrol 
system precision Aa is specified by the normalized power 
error at the determined (Eq.(2)) S power, 

Aa = NT woj+Yo~ w(w)dw. 
Eo 'IT 

(14) 

Assuming the autocontrol error to be white noise, 
Eq.(12),(13) immediately yield the equation for the ex
tremal bandwidth values. Minimal bandwidths ex
ist; overshoot dependence (Eq.(12) and Fig. 1) deter
mines the range of a values that restricts the num
ber of the extremals, and under the reasonable condi-

tion (elunM/A) ~ (A/A) the optimum (aopt, Ymopt) 
can be determined. The minimum dependencies for 
elunM < 10-2-A at Yo/wo < 0.025 are presented in Fig. 2; 
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at the use of, e.g., the upper band (aopt ~ 184), the loss 
is fl/flmin = 1.019, so that any other possible solutions 
could give not more than 2% advantage in the bandwidth 
value. 

(.::la=2.8·10- 4 ; elunM/A=3.1·10- 6 ) 

(8.8·10- 4 ; 1.5-10-6 ) 

0.0224 

0.0222 

0.0220 r---.;._ __ _ 

0.0171 

0.0169 

180 190 200 210 a 

Fig. 2 Minimal bandwidths at A/ A = w- 3 and re
quired control precision Lla , off-band overshoot 
e1~nM /A values in optimal points for nomi
nal (-), doubled (-), and half(-) beam cur
rents; u = 367, b = 1.1/1.68, Qr = 104 values are 
taken from [5,6], cos(<p-0)=0.5. 

Thus, the required signal in wE [wo- Yo, wo +Yo] is 

Abw;F {f(t)-f(t-NT) cos(wot +B)} 
S(w) = is (15) 

Qr cos(<p-B) 

where f(t) is defined by Eq.(l1,9) for prescribed 
Eout, N, K, B values; the optimized a 0 pt, bandwidth 
Ymopt, and required autocontrol precision are determined 
by Eq.(12,13) and Eq.(14) at prescribed random error 
and ma~imal tolerable overshoot error in the field mag
nitude. 

3 Accelerating channel characteristics 

As far as M(t) is already defined, exp.(3) integration 
at separating out the terms without high-frequency os
cillations gives the accelerated particles energy variation, 
averaged over the period 

[ (t) _ Eout 
OA - -(:!!:..)2. 

1-e a 

a'{! [erf(x-;:;-u)+erf0t}] -xe-(~)2 , xE[O, 1] 

a'{! [erf(x-;:;-u)+erf(x-~- 1 )]-e-(~)2, x E [1, u] 
(x-u)- e-(*)2 - a'{!erf(x-~- 1 ), xE[u,u+1] 

1- e-(~) 2 xE[u+1,oo); 

EoA(t) laws are. rather different for different a, Fig. 3. 
However, under the optimized a value the optimal RF 
field characteristics are obtained with actually insensi
tive to the beam current variations, Fig. 2, so that the 
channel with a = aopt is the best. 

EoA(t) 
-r;;;; 

0.5 

100 200 300 tjT 

Fig. 3 Normalized energy for different a; u = 367. 

4 Conclusion 

The developed optimizations under effective RF con
trol provide the following. (1) The beam excitation does 
not contain phase modulation. (2) The required RF 
source power is minimal at prescribed resonator. (3) 
RF source bandwidth is minimal for prescribed random 
error and maximal admissible overshoot error in the field 
magnitude. The optimization gives only a few percents 
disadvantage in reference to unrealizable minimal band
width limit. ( 4) RF signal implementation is the simple. 
(5) The optimized characteristics have only a weak de
pendence on the beam current deviations. 

Conc~rning the beam dynamics, the (1) and (5) results 
allow to presuppose the minimal particle losses. The 
extremums are global (in the same meaning as indicated 
for (3) result), so that the use of the averaged energy 
variation law, which is maximally correlated with the 
optimized one will provide the better results if it can 
not be implemented exactly. 
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